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the program contains up to 290 fluidcontrol elements, such as pumps, valves and check valves. two-way and three-way
valves are available as well as spool valves. the hydraulic simulator includes a peristaltic pump and a torque motor for

servo-motors. easyport, a pc-based graphic interface, is used to control fluidsim. the program runs in windows 8 and 10.
numerous parameters (frequency, pressure, amount of oil, valve position, velocity, etc.) are displayed in real time.

fluidsim is used by students and faculty from the fields of pneumatic, hydraulic, and electrical engineering. fluidsim v
4.3 is the latest version of fluidsim, and it is compatible with microsoft windows 10 and 8.1. with this release, the

program has been expanded and updated. this version of fluidsim adds support for the new fluid control elements, a
test stand with a simulation of a pneumatic system, and the new process editor. as a result, fluidsim now supports more
objects in one version. the engine was developed to support the tutorial system festo didactic. festo fluidsim is an easy-

to-use tool for students and professors with the ability to simulate hydraulic and pneumatic systems. the program
contains a wide range of hydraulic elements, including valves, check valves, and pumps. it is used in the fields of

mechanics, engineering, and hydraulics. fluidsim v 3.4 is the latest version of fluidsim. the fluidcontrol elements have
been expanded. examples from hydraulics, pneumatics, and electrics, as well as functions and components for plcs are

now supported. the application has a new and intuitive user interface. the new process editor helps students and
professors to carry out the simulation of hydraulic and pneumatic systems in a short time. the program contains a wide

range of elements, including valves, check valves, and pumps. it is used in the fields of mechanics, engineering, and
hydraulics.
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1, all software and information are provided for software authors and users recommend publishing, only for studying
and researching purposes, shall not be used for any commercial purpose.if there is violation of your trademark, and

other legal rights or the right to make, please contact us, we will be processed in a timely manner.2, because most of
the software is cracked version and the cd - rom class cannot be mailed out,it is sent via e - mail network offers you
download and install.3, special product so it is not supported to pay by alipay or the uniform application of the first

payment and shipping mode.pay fist then mailed out such as foreign trade busiess. check with us how to pay before
you placing the orders,thanks.4, we ensure that our software all be used properly and on time delivery, we are looking
for long-term cooperation partners. festo fluidsim pneumatic and hydraulic provides a wide range of possibilities of for

communication between other software products via dde and opd. the tool can contain cutaway animations and
drawings of cylinders, valves and flow control devices. drag and drop feature is also supported which will allow you to

draw simple circuits. the new simulation core of fluidsim 5 achieves simulation rates up to 10 khz. the parameters of all
actuators can be precisely adjusted. fluidsim 5 writes the simulation results in millisecond cycles and delivers them as a
text file! being able to freely design control systems is motivating, and promotes creativity and focus. fluidsim provides

teachers with a wealth of text, images, and videos for multimedia-based lesson planning. experience real-time
simulations with apprentices, specialists, or students and celebrate successful learning at all levels!one tool for all

needsas a teacher and trainer, you are the expert who master the tasks that are required to prepare the lessons. thats
why fluidsim 5 offers the expert mode. your trainees should initially concentrate on the essentials. they can work and
learn successfully in the standard mode, which has a reduced range of functions and offers benefits to the learning
process.testing in real timewhether in a training environment or in an engineering office, the simulation of control

systems and processes has long been standard in industry, helping to minimize losses due to crashes and ensuring
greater efficiency and improved quality. the parameters of all components are identical to those of the training

packages from festo didactic and can be fully adapted to the other components characteristics. 5ec8ef588b
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